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IAEM-Asia to Participate in Beijing International
Emergency Rescue Expo, Sept. 16-18, 2013

I

AEM has signed an agreement
to be a major sponsor of the
Third Annual Beijing International Emergency Rescue Expo
(ERE), Sept. 16-18, 2013, in Beijing,
China. According to Ellis M. Stanley
Sr., IAEM-Global Chairman, “ERE
provides IAEM with an opportunity to
reach out to emergency managers in
Asia and inform them about IAEM
education, training, networking
resources, and the Certified Emergency Manager (CEM®) Program.
We believe ERE is an important
conference and exhibition, offering a
platform for companies with solutions
to meet emergency managers from
around the world.”
The Expo will bring together more
than 4,000 government officials and
leaders in emergency management
and disaster response from throughout China and the rest of the world.
In conjunction with ERE 2013, a

state-of-arts conference will feature
international experts speaking on the
most urgent issues in emergency and
rescue, as well as officials introducing
the procurement channels for this
industry. Match-making business meetings will be organized for prospective
partners and participants.
IAEM-Global Board Chair Stanley
will deliver a presentation on EM,
international networking, and the benefits
of IAEM membership and the CEM®
Program. IAEM will provide an overview on international assessment standards for Asian EM programs, and will
hold the IAEM-Asia Annual Business
Meeting during ERE. IAEM is organizing a pavilion for exhibitors seeking to
expand and explore emergency management opportunities in China.
To learn about the IAEM Pavilion and
exhibiting at China ERE, contact Mike
Rosenberg at (301) 493-5500 or
rosenberg@ejkrause.com.
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IAEM Issues Call for CEM® Commissioners

T

The Oceania-Asia CEM®
Commission and the USA
CEM® Commission are
accepting applications for new
commissioners. The new commissioners will fill openings in the Class of
2016. The commissions discuss policy
and procedure changes to the certification program, and review application packages for the Certified
Emergency Manager (CEM®) and
Associate Emergency Manager
(AEMSM) credentials. Commissioners
who are emergency management
practitioners must be a current
CEM®.
Candidates interested in serving on
the USA or the Oceania-Asia CEM®
Commission should submit the

following items to Kate Walker,
kwalker@iaem.com, by July 1, 2013:
¢ Letter of intent expressing
desire to serve as a CEM® Commissioner, as well as the willingness to
devote the necessary time and travel to
meet Commission responsibilities.
¢ Personal commissioner qualities – submit a short narrative (maximum of two pages) describing the
qualities the applicant will bring to the
commission. Include the date of CEM®
initial certification and recertification(s),
as appropriate.
¢ Qualification(s) to serve –
Oceania-Asia candidates should submit
up to a one-page description of the
(continued on page 12)
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Global Newsboard
Recovery – Not One of our Strongest Pillars
By John Saunders, IAEM-Canada Council President

W

hile all emergency
managers are aware of
the five (or four
depending on the individual) pillars
of emergency management,
Preparedness and Response are
the two that seem to get the most
attention. Prevention and Mitigation are starting to improve;
however, Recovery seems to be
the poor cousin. Even though we
are supposed to be thinking about
Recovery as soon as we respond,
this is often the forgotten step in
our complete emergency management cycle.
Response is by far the most
visual and supported component,
and we do it well. Rapid deployments, collaboration, and a sense
of community spirit flourish as all
partners work together. First
responders, emergency managers,
Red Cross, Salvation Army and
community volunteer groups rally
together to feed, shelter, and take
care of the immediate needs of
those impacted.
After Four to Six Weeks
Fast forward four to six weeks,
and the scene changes quite a bit.
Most response agencies don’t
really have a long-term function
outside of sheltering, which is
really considered part of the
response and interim recovery, not
long-term. Most charities can only
do what donations allow them to
accomplish, and unfortunately this
varies incident to incident.
When the numbers start to
diminish, agencies pull out of some
neighborhoods and focus their
attention on areas where damage
and recovery work seems to be
stalled or slow moving. Eventually
they pull out altogether, but what
was the impact of their response?
The response is always defined as
successful based on its numbers.
In order to compile these numbers,
2

multiple government agencies, city
representatives and a host of other
organizations walk through communities, knocking on doors and
meeting with people – all conducting their own version of a community assessment.
After a barrage of assessments,
the community is often left without
any meaningful outcomes. Usually
post-disaster assessments are done
to confirm data, validate overtime,
encourage donations, or justify
federal aid. More importantly, such
assessments rarely leave anything
tangible that the community could
use to start a long-term recovery
effort. Unfortunately, all of these
community assessments can leave
the community a bit raw. The only
thing harder than trying to rebuild
your life post-disaster, is trying to
rebuild your life post-disaster while
various agencies and organizations
pop in-and-out asking you 20
questions in the name of community assessment.
After Six Months
Fast forward six months – all
the numbers are published, and
representatives are holding press
conferences talking about how
their numbers indicate a job well
done. They talk about all the
homes that have been rebuilt, all
the people who have been helped
and supported, and how we’re all
getting back to normal.
But there’s nothing in these
numbers that tells you the current
status of any community. There’s
nothing to indicate that the way of
life in a given community has been
restored or at least has found a
new normal. Can people get to
work, school and doctors’ offices?
There’s nothing that says the local
stores are up and running. There’s
nothing that says the only bank in a
small community is working and
servicing that neighborhood.

Are these assessments necessary? Yes. But if the assessments
are not actually for the community,
then who is responsible for assessing a community and determining
needs in a community, planning for
that community, and helping that
community recover? The answer is
pretty simple – the community. The
single best assessment that can be
produced about a community must
be done by the community. The
questions is, “How do you go about
that?”
I recently learned about an
initiative undertaken by Emergency
Management Methodology Partners (EMMP) and ProBono EM in
Red Hook (south Brooklyn), N.Y.,
after Hurricane Sandy that took a
novel approach toward performing
a community assessment. It was
called the Tell Your Story Campaign. It was ideal because it gave
the community a venue to share
their individual stories, vent frustrations, and start the road to healing.
Over six days, the Tell Your
Story Campaign collected 268
stories from individuals in the
community. Those stories were
compiled into a documentary and
analyzed by social scientists and
mental health care professionals
for issues. The issues were turned
into a useful springboard for
developing a long-term recovery
strategy – a strategy tailored to the
community of Red Hook, by the
community of Red Hook.
The idea behind this kind of
post-disaster community assessment is to empower the community
to move forward. As emergency
managers we need to get outside
the box of our checklists and
funding justifications. We don’t
have to tell a community what they
need – they already know, far
better than we do. We need to
listen to what they tell us.
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From the IAEM-USA President
Exercise Support Is the Key
By Jeff Walker, CEM, IAEM-USA President

Y

early, emergency managers plan and complete
one or more exercises to
measure the abilities of responders
to properly handle a situation that
could happen at any time in their
jurisdiction. Structured exercise
programs are in place in all U.S.
states that define objectives to be
evaluated, types of hazards, and
the planning and reporting process
to be used. There are training
programs, such as the Master
Exercise Practitioner program,
available to strengthen the abilities
of emergency managers to plan
and conduct exercises. Some
jurisdictions employ a consultant to
complete the entire exercise
process.
Improve Participants’ Abilities
When an exercise is completed,
an After Action Report containing
a Process Improvement Plan is
written, to assist in upgrading and
improving the procedures used by
the jurisdiction. An exercise should
not be done just to complete a
requirement. A key purpose of
every exercise should be to
improve the abilities of every
participant.
¢ Planners. It is important to
dedicate time to plan an exercise.
For instance, it could take up to a
year to plan a full-scale exercise.
The date of the exercise should be
announced several months ahead
of time so that invited participants
will be able to attend. Some
emergency managers develop
three-year exercise calendars to
ensure that other community
events or responder training
classes are not impacted negatively by an exercise.
A major key element to planning, completing, and evaluating an
exercise are the participants. A
group of participants from various

agencies and departments meet
together long before the date of
the exercise to discuss and plan all
steps of the exercise. This group
builds all phases of the exercise;
schedules resources to be part of
the exercise; defines the location
of the exercise; writes the scenario
for the exercise; decides on the
objectives to be evaluated; writes
the MSEL if one is used; invites
agencies and jurisdictions to
participate; recruits evaluator
controllers, victims and players;
and ensures that the after action
report and process improvement
plan are completed.
¢ Logistics Group. Another
group of participants are the
logistics group for the exercise.
Their work is to set up the location
of the exercise. If it is a table-top
exercise, they ensure that the room
is the proper size for the number of
attendees; set up the room for the
exercise; ensure all equipment
works properly; have back-up
equipment in case of a failure; and
post signs to give direction to those
coming to the exercise. If the
exercise is in the field, they ensure
that the exercise field of play is
clearly defined, with staging areas
set, signage posted, and traffic
control in place. This group
ensures that drinking water, coffee
and food are set up at the exercise
site. This group also ensures that
any off-site facilities, such as the
location of a simcell, are ready for
the exercise.
¢ Disaster Victims. The
victims are another group of
participants. They need to receive
clear directions on where to report;
have a schedule for the exercise;
and know what forms to fill out,
how to dress, whether they will be
moulaged, and what part they will
play in the exercise. A group is
assigned to work with the victims
to ensure they are ready and sent

to the proper
location before
the exercise
begins. They make sure that
victims know when to return to the
staging area. This is very important, especially if young persons
such as Scouts are the victims.
¢ Media and Observer
Relations Group. On the day of
the exercise, the media and
observer relations group will
handle all contacts and control of
those who come to observe and
report about the exercise.
¢ Evaluators and Controllers. The evaluators and controllers are a group of participants
recruited to evaluate the exercise
and ensure that it follows the
exercise plan. If a simcell is used,
a group is recruited to work in this
area. Both groups are provided
with the necessary documents
ahead of the exercise date for
review. A briefing is usually held
the day before the exercise for this
group.
¢ Players or Responders.
The players or responders are the
participants who respond to the
scenario and inject their skills,
abilities and equipment to work
through the exercise. They must be
given good information or told
what they must seek out to make
the decisions necessary to properly
handle the problems faced in the
exercise.
Emergency Manager: Key to
Exercise’s Success and Quality
Without participants, an exercise
will not happen. Emergency
managers should always be
recruiting individuals to fill these
important assignments. Exercises
are training events for all those
involved. The emergency manager
is the key to the success and
quality of all exercises.
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A Time to Remember, a Time to Prepare:
Whole Community Stakeholders Workshop Challenges EM
By Kathleen Henning, CEM, IAEM-USA Region 3 President
the partnership between IAEM and FEMA. IAEMt is exciting when we get to share a good news
USA President Jeff Walker, CEM, and FEMA Region
story among our colleagues, and even better
III Administrator Maryann Tierney were not able to
when we can promote a sharing of ideas. Our
attend, but sent welcome remarks to be read from the
hectic and multi-tasking lives provide little opportunity
podium. Aspects of the IAEM-FEMA partnership
for a collaborative learning environment to share
were shared by IAEM-USA First Vice President
stories and best practices, to network, and to have an
Bruce Lockwood, CEM, IAEM CEO and National
opportunity for open, uninhibited discussions of the
Advisory Council member Beth Armstrong, and
most pressing issues facing us as emergency managIAEM-USA Region 3 President Kathleen Henning,
ers. But IAEM-USA Region 3 took up the challenge
CEM. Speakers from FEMA Region III highlighted the
and provided a one-day training symposium that closed
National Recovery Framework, the National Preout the day with a dynamic roundtable discussion on
paredness System and the National Planning docuthe challenges to our
ments. FEMA Region III Federal Disaster Recovery
profession.
Coordinator (FDRC) Ken Rathje provided an overOn Apr. 30, more
view of Hurricane Sandy lessons learned from a
than 100 EM profesrecovery perspective. FEMA EMI Academy Director
sionals, students,
Tom Gilboy presented updates on the new Foundation
nongovernmental
and Leadership Academies and training opportunities
organization repreat EMI.
sentatives and
private sector
¢ Regional Updates. The regional panel highsupporters attended
lighted past year events or legislative initiatives in
the IAEM-USA
Pennsylvania, Virginia and Delaware. Virginia, for
Region 3 Whole
example, is working statewide on resiliency requireCommunity Stakements for nursing and group homes.
holders Workshop at
¢ Workshops. IAEM-USA Policy Advisor Martha
the Northern Virginia
Braddock held a workshop on “Congress 101.” Other
IAEM-USA Region 3
Criminal Justice
workshops included topics on public-private partnerPresident Kathleen Henning, Academy, Ashburn,
ships, partnerships with colleges and universities, social
CEM (top), with IAEM-USA
Va.
media and CERT, whole community planning, and a
Immediate Past President
¢ Plenary
(continued on page 5)
Hui-Shan Walker, CEM, and Session HighUSA CEM® Commission
Recommendations: Addressing Challenges
lights. The plenary
Chair John R. Conklin, CEM. session highlighted

I

Challenges Faced by Emergency Management
• Public apathy toward need for disaster resilience.
• Increase of disasters with expanding populations in high
risk areas, global warming and global vulnerability to
spread of disease.
• Lack of leadership buy-in.
• Professional recognition of EM, so that it is not considered as a collateral duty.
• Lack of credentialing of existing EM professionals.
• Greater need for collaboration among agencies, organizations, the private sector, and the public.
• Lack of availability of volunteers for the NGO community.
• Insufficient budget and administrative support for EM
programs; lack of resource management and coordination; limited availability of resources.
• Lack of resources for program sustainment.
• Ongoing “stovepipe mentality” – homeland security vs.
EM recurring debate.
• Duplicative efforts among public safety agencies and
organizations.
4

• Advocate for the EM profession.
• Provide additional mentoring opportunities.
• Expand the availability of internships.
• Expand in the area of technical innovation.
• Expand opportunities for discussion forums.
• Expand opportunities for face-to-face workshops,
meetings, and networking.
• Promote accreditation for colleges and universities
offering EM curriculums by requiring educational standards in EM programs.
• Curtail costs and address program sustainment funding.
• Promote/maintain updated information on web access
calendars, posting planning deadlines and forums; share
toolkits and planning documents.
• Expand teaching and coursework opportunities based on
the Principles of Emergency Management.
• Expand EM research, including behavioral studies,
science, and risk-based information on volunteerism and
first responders.
• Publish information from EM community in mainstream
media in addition to professional EM journals and the
IAEM Bulletin.
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Attendees at the 2013 IAEM-USA Region 3 Workshop.
IAEM CEO Beth Armstrong and NACo Executive
Director Matt Chase recently discussed IAEM-USA’s
focus on EMPG funding and guidance, NWS, and
mitigation funds. They explored ways that NACo and
IAEM can collaborate on community resilience,
including small business preparedness.
IAEM CEO Beth Armstrong
presented IAEM-USA’s
“Resolution of Esteem and
Affection” to Dalen Harris,
in appreciation for his
work during the past
decade on homeland
security and emergency
management matters. His
last day at the National
Association of Counties
was Apr. 5, 2013.

Region 3 Workshop Challenges EM
(continued from page 4)
look at what might happen with radiation effects on
large metropolitan areas. Marc Khatchadourian, EM
Coordinator, FEMA Region V, joined us all the way
from the Chicago office to discuss “Work Force and
Career Path Challenges.”
¢ Student Outreach. As part of Region 3’s
ongoing support to its student members, students were
given compensated registration for helping with
registration and breakout session facilitation.
¢ Private Partnerships. The IAEM-USA PublicPrivate Partnership Caucus provided a handout for
attendees and has followed up with information
requests. Ken Rudnicki, CEM, Region 3 Secretary,
organized the efforts of private partners Ashbritt and
Geocove. The NOVA Criminal Justice Academy, who
helped sponsor part of the workshop, participated in
panels and/or networked with students.

Left to right: IAEM members Anthony
Mangeri and Nancy Harris are pictured with
IAEM Staff Barbara Tyeryar at the New
Jersey Emergency Preparedness Conference.
Mangeri delivered a CEM® overview, and
Harris helped staff share information about
IAEM to 1,400 attendees.

¢ Roundtable Brainstorming. Discussions and
ideas addressed during the plenary and breakout
sessions spilled over into the final roundtable brainstorming session. The challenges, recommendations
and specific highlights of improvements recommended
to IAEM are listed in the boxes on Pages 4 and 5.
Recommendations Specific to IAEM
• Promote IAEM state association partnerships and
affiliate memberships in collaboration with the IAEMUSA Government Affairs Committee.
• Share more information about low-cost and highimpact training opportunities in all IAEM councils and
regions on the IAEM website.
• Expand participation on and information sharing
among IAEM committees on the website.
• Encourage IAEM membership, committees and
caucuses to submit position papers to the IAEMGlobal Board and Council Boards to move forward
recommendations for improvement.

5
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CEM® CORNER

Certification Essay – First Draft Edit
By Daryl Lee Spiewak, CEM, TEM, Lead Trainer for the CEM® Commission

L

ast month we expanded
the necessary actions
section of our outline. This
was done to ensure that we
provided details for as many
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
(KSA’s) and Design Elements as
possible. This month we prepared
our first draft. We also ran the
spelling and grammar checker and
corrected any errors it identified.
Now we will begin the editing
process and prepare our second
draft. Download the sample first
draft at www.iaem.com/
documents/First-Draft-CEMEssay-Example-June2013.pdf, and
refer to it as we go through the
Commission essay checklist.
Work Statement/Formatting
The first things CEM® Commissioners look for when reviewing an
essay is that the essay contains the
signed independent work statement, is properly formatted
(double-spaced with one-inch
margins), and the font is 12-point.
This is a first draft, so I included
the independent work statement at
the end of the essay, but I did not
sign it yet. The essay is doublespaced, and the font is 12-point. So
far, so good.
The Six Design Elements
The second things they look for
are the six Design Elements.
Notice that I used the Design
Elements as the headings for the
body paragraphs so I wouldn’t
forget any of them. This makes it
easy for the CEM® Commissioners
to find so the essay will receive full
credit. Including all six Design
Elements provides six of the 18
points necessary to pass the essay
requirement.
The Nine KSAs
The last things the CEM®
Commissioners look for are the
6

nine KSAs. We will look at and
briefly evaluate each one separately.
¢ Demonstrated ability to
develop a solution for the
stated problem. The essay
develops plans, incorporates ICS
and NIMS, and engages the policy
group to fix command and control
issues. It should receive a one or
possibly a two rating.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the Prevention phase of
disaster/emergency management and activities. Discussion
is limited here. It should receive at
least a one rating. Maybe add a
few more sentences on prevention
activities the program could
incorporate.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the Mitigation phase of
disaster/emergency management and activities. Discussion
is limited here, mainly about the
mitigation plan. It should receive at
least a one rating. Maybe add
some more discussion on how we
will use the plan to mitigate against
hazards to make Tinytown more
resilient and less vulnerable.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the Preparedness phase of
disaster/emergency management and activity. Discussion is
fairly detailed, but could be a little
more specific. It should receive at
least a one rating, maybe even a
two depending upon the CEM®
Commissioner reviewing it.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the Response phase of
disaster/emergency management and activity. Discussion is
limited here. It should receive at
least a one rating. Maybe add
some more discussion about the
EOC and ICS interface.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the Recovery phase of
disaster/emergency management and activity. Discussion is

limited here. The essay mentioned
the National Disaster Recovery
Framework. It might receive a one
rating. Maybe include discussion
on short- and long-term recovery.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of the organization and the
environment in which it operates. The discussion is detailed
throughout the essay. It should
receive a two rating.
¢ Demonstrated knowledge
of codes, legislation, regulations, plans, policies or procedures that impact the disaster/
emergency management
function. The discussion is
detailed throughout the essay. It
should receive a two rating.
¢ Demonstrated skill in
written communication as
evidenced by the essay that
demonstrated your ability to
present information in a logical,
clear manner. The essay flows
well and seems easy to read and
understand. We will polish it some
more in the second draft. It should
receive a solid one rating right
now.
Adding up the lowest scores in
each category gives us 16 out of a
possible 24 points. Not bad. The
word count is less than 1,500 and
we have a very good first draft
that almost passes. A little more
revision in our second draft will
provide the additional points
necessary to earn a passing score.
We now have reviewed our first
draft in much the same way that
the CEM® Commissioners will
review it. We discovered some
weaknesses that need correcting in
the second draft. So next month,
look for the second draft under the
Certification tab in the CEM®
Corner area. In the CEM® Corner
article, we will continue the editing
process on our second draft.
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IAEM/EMEX 2013
Online Progam
The goal of the IAEM Annual
Conference is to improve your
knowledge, competency level and
collaborative skills. IAEM accomplishes this by attracting relevant
and high-profile speakers to
address current topics and practical solutions. The online conference program is now available at
www.iaem.com/Conference.

New IAEM Affiliate Member:
The Red Guide to Recovery

P

lease welcome The Red
Guide to Recovery –
Resource Handbook for
Disaster Survivors as a new
IAEM Affiliate Member.
When first responders leave the
scene of a disaster, people often
become overwhelmed by the
trauma, shock, and stress brought
about by losing a home or being
displaced. The state of chaos
created by disasters, coupled with
the lack of knowledge of what to
do in the aftermath, often transforms disaster survivors into
disaster victims.
The Red Guide to Recovery –
Resource Handbook for Disaster
Survivors was created to empower individuals, families, and
whole communities on what steps
to take immediately after a disaster
event, as well as to offer pertinent
information on how to prepare for
recovery in advance.

Contact Information
The Red Guide to Recovery –
Resource Handbook for
Disaster Survivors
Contact: Sean Scott, Author
P.O. Box 927498
San Diego, CA 92192-7498
Cell: (858) 349-2262
Fax: (858) 453-6767
sean@theredguidetorecovery.com
www.theredguidetorecovery.com
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FROM THE IAEM-USA EMERGING TECHNOLOGY CAUCUS

Food Trucks, GasBuddy, and Water Meters:
NYC’s Out-of-the-Box Thinking During Hurricane Sandy
By Todd J. Jasper, IAEM-USA Emerging Technology Caucus

E

ven for a city the size of New York City,
Hurricane Sandy was extraordinary. More
than 375,000 New Yorkers were forced to
evacuate; about 6,700 patients from 37 different
healthcare facilities were relocated; and the city’s 911
system handled 20,000 calls per hour (more than on
9/11). Water rescue teams rescued more than 2,200
people and conducted grid searches of 31,000 homes
and businesses. Although NYC is very well prepared,
Hurricane Sandy still forced officials and emergency
managers to think outside the box.
¢ Who’s Home? Before Sandy hit New York,
Mayor Michael Bloomberg ordered an evacuation of
flood-prone, low-lying areas (also known as Zone A).
When officials wanted to understand how many
residents had followed the evacuation order, the city
turned to an unexpected source: the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP). In NYC, DEP
serves as the city’s water provider. In many areas,
DEP has installed automated meter readers (AMR).
According to its website, “The AMR system consists
of small, low-power radio transmitters connected to
individual water meters that send daily readings to a
network of rooftop receivers throughout the city.”
Having an AMR means no longer having to estimate
water bills and no longer having a technician enter
backyards to read the water meter.
The system is also great for allowing residents to
view and manage their water usage. Residents can
even use the system to determine if they have an
undetected water leak. Drastic changes in usage can
be more easily recognized when shown on a graph via
the web. It was not intended to be much help during an
evacuation.
After the evacuation order was given, DEP was
able to poll AMR in Zone A about water usage. If an
AMR was detecting water usage, it usually meant a
household had failed to heed to evacuation instructions.
NYPD were not making arrests for disobeying the
evacuation order, but the information provided emergency managers with better insight as to the efficacy
of their instructions and guidance.
¢ Got Gas? After Sandy hit NYC, the fuel supply
was at an all-time low. The storm had closed ports and
fuel terminals along the East Coast, and many pumping
stations were without electricity. Critical harbors and
waterways could do nothing, as Sandy displaced buoys
and other critical navigation equipment. Debris littered
roadways and significantly delayed fuel shipments.
1

Local gas stations lacked back-up generators and
were also slow to reconstitute operations.
Finding fuel was extremely difficult throughout the
northeast region. Citizens turned to the Internet to find
a solution. GasBuddy, a website and smartphone app,
was designed to help users locate cheap gas. After
Sandy, however, the owners of GasBuddy realized that
77% of New York City’s 800 gas stations were
without fuel. Citizens were desperate for any fuel –
not just the cheapest gas – following the disaster.
GasBuddy developers got to work and were able to
come up with some quick modifications to the
GasBuddy platform. Now, “gas spotters” could use
GasBuddy to report which gas stations were open for
business and had fuel.
Although not designed to help during disasters,
GasBuddy’s developers turned their website into a
clearinghouse of actionable information. In many
ways, GasBuddy became a poster child for effective
crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is the idea that an
unstructured crowd can create synergy if harnessed
correctly.
The GasBuddy system was successful because it
quickly adapted to meet the needs of the community,
was simple and easy to use, and was even selfcorrecting. People make mistakes and can even
maliciously post misinformation. But crowdsourcing is
efficient at identifying misinformation and blocking
misusers. For example, if a gas station depleted its
reserves and had to turn away customers, GasBuddy
users could easily report that information and steer
others away from closed gas stations. Once a gas
station resupplied, spotters could tag the gas station as
available. Anyone who routinely posts misinformation
can be blocked from the service.
Even though it was not designed for gas shortages
following disasters, GasBuddy developers were able to
efficiently crowdsource one of the biggest problems
facing the region and provide a no-cost solution for
thousands of survivors.
¢ Meals-on-Wheels. In the United States,
Emergency Support Function (ESF) 6 includes planning and response for mass care and feeding programs. After Hurricane Sandy, the demand for hot
meals cooked locally exceeded supply. While many of
the typical providers are the National Guard and other
volunteer organizations active in disasters (VOADs),
residents in New York began receiving free hot meals
from organizations with funny names. The Fisherman’s

This article was provided and peer-reviewed by the IAEM-USA Emerging
Technology Caucus.
8

(continued on page 12)
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WELCOME TO DISASTER HERO

PLAY DISASTER HERO TODAY!
Disaster Hero is a web-based educational learning game that teaches children, early
teens, parents, caregivers and teachers about home disaster preparedness. It teaches
players what to do before, during and after a disaster. They also learn basic quick-care
tips for common injuries and how to assemble a home emergency kit.
The game uses puzzles, adventure challenges and disaster event simulations to
teach home preparedness principles. Downloadable resource material designed for
teachers and parents is also available on the Disaster Hero web page.
This game is now available to play free of charge at www.disasterhero.com.
Friend us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/DisasterHero.

This program was supported by Cooperative Agreement Number 2008-GT-T8-K028, administered by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security/FEMA. Points of
view or opinions in this program are those of the author(s) and do not represent the position or policies of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security/FEMA.

PLAY FOR FREE AT WWW.DISASTERHERO.COM
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Confessions of a Wannebe Doomsday Prepper
By Robert Reichardt
Editor’s Note: This article is a
follow-up to Valerie LucusMcEwen’s two-part series on
“preppers” that appeared in the
April and June issues of the
Bulletin. The author, Robert
Reichardt, who lives in Houston,
Texas, can be reached at
RobertReichardt4@gmail.com.

I

have a confession. I am a
prepper. No, I am not the
kooky old codger who lives
out in the woods, or the lady
raising tilapia in her pool. I’m the
guy next door. I have worked hard
at a blue-collar trade for 30 years.
I have a beautiful family, and my
daughters have blessed me with 13
grandchildren.
I prep because I have witnessed
the benefits of being prepared
through lean times. Mostly, I
prepare because, like many of my
fellow preppers, I feel prompted by
a higher power, the Holy Spirit.
Most preppers do not want to be
caught depending on a government
that is neither geared nor able to
provide basic services to its
citizens in a time of disaster,
natural calamity, manmade crisis,
or just freaky occurrence.
The preppers I know are
average citizens, the kind you see
at the supermarket, your kid’s
soccer game, or the church social.
Many of the preppers I associate
with serve their community in a
number of different ways. I have
been an election official since
1980, participated in charity events,
removed downed trees after
Hurricane Ike, and mucked out
homes (oh, you can never get that
smell out of your nose).
Preppers Are the Backbone
of Volunteer Service
My fellow preppers and I serve
in Amateur Radio Emergency
Service® (ARES), Community
Emergency Response Teams
(CERT), VIP Emergency Medical
Services, and Medical Corps – and
10

have graduated from citizen police
and fire academies. We civilian
preppers represent the volunteer
backbone of our county. I don’t
know a civilian volunteer leader on
any of our committees who is not a
prepper. I dare you to ask your
regular volunteers. You just might
be surprised how many define
themselves as preppers.
We are as concerned as you are
about the average citizen’s level of
preparedness and their ability to
take care of themselves after an
event. We can offer all the seminars, programs, catchy slogans,
and such, and some people just will
not listen. We call those people
zombies.
Emergency Management
Professionals Are Preppers
You have “Go Bags” in your
trunk, and spend your days planning, preparing, making mutual aid
agreements, cataloging resources
and assets, training, and learning
additional skills. You plan for and
practice tabletop exercises. You
seek out the newest gadgets to
make your life as a first responder
and mitigator easier. Your office
has agreements with the Red
Cross, Salvation Army, interfaith
organizations, private and public
hospitals, and civilian and corporate organizations of all kinds.
Isn’t that the same as prepping?
So what is wrong with your civilian
counterparts doing the same? Why
not seek out those who are active
in preparing and utilize their
expertise?
Many of our fellow citizens
become irate when disconnected
from their creature comforts. It is
our job, working as a team, to
lessen their burdens and help them
get back to normal. You need the
human resources of preppers to
load the trucks, man the aid
stations, and work the Points of
Distribution (PODs). We are very
much like you, but without the title
or the paycheck. The next time the

SHTF or it’s TEOTWAWKI (“the
end of the world as we know it”),
we will be there, rolling up our
sleeves with the rest and best of
you professionals.
Preppers Are Not the Enemy
Preppers are not the enemy;
they are concerned citizens
prompted to prepare, thereby
alleviating the government’s need
to assist them in times of disaster.
We do, though, have a healthy fear
of the same government we often
serve.
Why, you ask? History is replete
with instances of crazy government ideas gone awry. Are all
those who hold governmental
positions crazy, evil nut jobs bent
on world domination? Heck no!
But whether you like it or not, the
people you serve will always
question your motives. In today’s
world, it is healthy to be prudent
and suspicious.
Doomsday Scenarios
I too think some preppers’
scenarios are farfetched and may
never happen, but I respect their
personal motives for wanting to be
prepared. Who am I to judge an
individual’s motives? I’m just glad
these fine folks have taken the
counsel of those who have asked
them to be prepared when a time
of need arises.
Oh, and one more thing:
Doomsday Preppers is scripted
reality entertainment. It is meant to
be outlandish. It doesn’t represent
all preppers, just as Duck Dynasty
doesn’t represent my Louisiana
relatives. If it isn’t your cup of tea,
watch Pawn Stars.
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IAEM Participates in SICUR Latino America 2013

A

t the invitation of the IAEM National Representative in Chile, Roberto Machiavello,
IAEM participated in SICUR Latino
America 2013, held Apr. 3-5, in Santiago, Chile.
IAEM-Global Board Chair Ellis Stanley Sr., and
IAEM Deputy Executive Director and International
Development Officer Clay Tyeryar met with emergency management officials to develop a strategy to
grow IAEM in Latin America.
SICUR included 150 exhibitors and 5,000 attendees.
This event offers an international exhibition of products, equipment, technologies and services for comprehensive safety.
Left to right: Roberto Machiavello, EM Program
Director, National Academy of Political and
Strategic Studies, Santiago, Chile; Ellis M Stanley
Sr., IAEM-Global Board Chair; Clay Tyeryar, IAEM
Deputy Executive Director; and IAEM member R.
Martin Closa, Director, Soc. Argentina de Inv.
Agropecuarias S.A.

EmergingTechnologies Caucus
(continued from page 8)
Dog, BigD’s Grub, Mudpeople, and Frites’N’Meats
were just a few of the dozens of entities that mobilized
after Sandy. While many restaurants were without
electricity, hot water, or fresh linens, NYC’s food
trucks entered devastated areas and got to work
preparing thousands of meals. Many food trucks
served meals at pay-what-you-can prices. Other food
trucks received financial backing from celebrities
(such as Mike D from the Beastie Boys) and offered
free meals. The Mayor’s Fund paid for more than
250,000 warm meals delivered via food truck. While
food trucks in New York City have been controversial,
the New York City Food Truck Association immediately mobilized to coordinate food trucks in underserved areas that needed meals the most.
Conclusion
While disasters are often opportunities to become
extremely resourceful, Hurricane Sandy provided an
extreme example of the power of repurposing typical
technologies, applications, and even food trucks into
successful and atypical disaster relief service providers. While there is no substitute for careful planning
and preparedness, empowering the community to
participate in its own recovery can provide excellent
results and, most importantly, save lives.

Call for CEM® Commissioners
(continued from page 1)
candidate’s qualifications for the category(ies) of
participation to be considered. Categories include:
uniformed services, EM practitioners, EM consultants,
academia, etc.
USA candidates should submit up to a one-page
description of the qualifications for the category(ies) of
participation to be considered as described in the chart
posted at www.iaem.com/images/original/CEM-ChartCommisioner-Categories11Apr2013.jpg.
¢ Current resume.
Upon receipt, candidate will receive confirmation
that information was received by IAEM HQ. Late
submissions may be held over for the following year.
Responsibilities of CEM ® Commissioners
¢ USA. The USA CEM® Commission

meets about three times a year, with each review
meeting lasting four to five days, along with periodic
conference calls. Candidates are expected to make
every effort to attend all USA CEM® Commission
meetings and conference calls. Candidates should be
aware that online application reviews may be enacted
during the commissioner’s term.
¢ Oceania-Asia. The Oceania-Asia CEM®
Commission meets on an as-needed basis, and
most reviews are conducted electronically. Candidates
are expected to make every effort to attend all
Oceania-Asia CEM® Commission meetings
and participate in conference calls. Candidates should
be aware that online application reviews may be
enacted during the commissioner’s term.
For additional information, please contact Certification Administrator Kate Walker, kwalker@iaem.com.

Support the future of emergency management through your donations
to IAEM Scholarships. Donate online at www.iaem.com/Scholarships.
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Virtual

EMEX

This is an invaluable year-round
resource for the emergency
management professional.
It includes a comprehensive directory
of suppliers. Use it to find products
and services needed for your EM
program—shelter supplies, warning
systems, communications solutions,
training & exercise specialists and
16 other categories are included.
Take advantage of this wonderful
resource at www.emex.org and click
on the VIRTUAL EMEX tab on the top,
yellow bar!

IAEM Bulletin Call for Articles:
Students in Emergency Management
Deadline for Submissions: July 10, 2013

T

he IAEM Editorial Work Group seeks articles
for a special focus issue on the theme of
“Students in Emergency Management.”
Possible articles might include: what you are looking
for as an emergency management student; what you
expect to get out of your EM-related degree work;
how you are finding the job market as a recent graduate; how your degree prepared you for your first job as
an emergency manager; or why you “went back to
school” (whether you’re an emergency manager going
for a degree or a non-emergency manager hoping to
change careers).
Please keep your article to no more than 750 words,
and read the IAEM Bulletin Author’s Guidelines at
www.iaem.com/Bulletin before submitting your article
to IAEM Bulletin Editor Karen Thompson at
Thompson@iaem.com no later than July 10, 2013.
If you are interested in advertising in the IAEM
Bulletin, visit www.iaem.com/Bulletin to download the
2013 Advertising Guidelines. Note: IAEM members
and EMEX exhibitors receive discounts on ad rates.

Call for Nominations: IAEMUSA Second VP and Treasurer

I

AEM-USA will elect new officers at the IAEM
61st Annual Conference & EMEX 2013, set for
Oct. 25-30, in Reno, Nevada. Candidates for
IAEM-USA Second Vice President and IAEM-USA
Treasurer must submit credentials by 5:00 p.m.
Eastern time, Friday, Aug. 16, 2013, to IAEM
Headquarters.
To be placed on the ballot, candidates must
submit:
¢ a letter stating candidacy;
¢ a letter of permission from the candidate’s
immediate supervisor supporting the time and travel
necessary to fulfill the duties of office;
¢ a brief resume; and
¢ confirmation of membership of at least three
years immediately prior to seeking office.
Individual members are eligible to hold national
office, provided they have been a member for at least
three consecutive years, and have served as a regional
or national officer, national committee chair, or active
national committee member for two consecutive years.
For more information, see the IAEM-USA Administrative Policies & Procedures at www.iaem.com/
members/APP-IAEM-USA01Nov2012.pdf or e-mail
IAEM Membership Manager Sharon Kelly at
info@iaem.com.
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EM Calendar

IAEM Staff

Visit www.iaem.com/calendar for details on these and other events.

Chief Executive Officer
Elizabeth B. Armstrong, MAM, CAE
703-538-1795, ext. 8
armstrong@iaem.com

June 23-26

June 23

July 19-22
Sept. 9-13
Sept. 16-18
Oct. 25-30

2013 World Conference on Disaster Management, “The
Power of Global Networking,” Toronto, ON, Canada,
www.wcdm.org, 15% off a full conference pass for
IAEM members, supported by IAEM.
WCDM Workshop: “Forbes-Kay Charrette: Can Disease
Actually Improve Resilience?” Toronto, ON, Canada,
www.calamityprevention.com/training/FK-Charrette2013-WCDM.html.
2013 NACo Annual Conference, Fort Worth, TX.
NEMA 2013 Annual EM Policy & Leadership Forum,
Anchorage, AK.
Beijing International Emergency Rescue Expo (ERE),
Beijing, China, supported by IAEM, which will hold
the IAEM-Asia Annual Business Meeting at ERE.
IAEM 61st Annual Conference & EMEX 2013,
“Emergency Management in a Changing World,” Silver
Legacy Hotel and Reno Events Center, Reno, NV.

Enhance Your
Opportunities:
Become a CEM®

I

n today’s competitive
employment environment,
any edge you have over
another person seeking the same
position can make the difference
between success and frustration.
For those employed, ensuring that
your skills are sharp and your
knowledge base is deep is a key to
continued success. Whether
seeking employment, or currently
employed, the Certified Emergency
Manager designation is a major
career-enhancing credential.

Learn about the
CEM® Program,
and apply to be a
CEM® or AEMSM
candidate at
www.iaem.com/CEM

IAEM Bulletin
Online Edition
The online edition of this issue
includes additional material,
available for members only at
www.iaem.com.
¢ New IAEM Member Listing,
Apr. 16-May 15, 2013.
¢ Invitation to Australian EMs
to participate in a study by University of New South Wales.
¢ “Are You Prepared for an
Emerging Pandemic Threat?” by
Robert C. Hutchinson, Supervisory
Special Agent with a federal law
enforcement agency.
¢ “Hospital Violence: Collaborating with Police Before an
Incident,” by Aaron Resnick, MA,
NREMT-B, Disaster Preparedness
Coordinator, Inova Fairfax Medical
Campus, Falls Church, Va.
¢ “Family Assistance Centers:
Supporting the Families of Disaster
Victims,” by Aislynn Turner and
Michelle Constant, Constant and
Associates, Inc.
¢ “Scholars and the Emergency
Management Budget,” by Allison
G. S. Knox, M.A., EMT-B; Ph.D.
Student at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University;
Faculty, American Public University System.

Deputy Executive Director
EMEX Exhibit Manager
Clay D. Tyeryar, MAM, CAE
703-538-1795, ext. 7
ctyeryar@iaem.com
Membership Manager/Registrar
Sharon Kelly
703-538-1795, ext. 1
info@iaem.com
Communications Manager
Scholarship Program Director
Dawn Shiley-Danzeisen
703-538-1795, ext. 3
shiley@iaem.com
Certification Administrator
Kate Walker
703-538-1795, ext. 6
kwalker@iaem.com
Program Manager
Julie Husk
703-538-1795, ext. 2
jhusk@iaem.com
EMEX Sales
Sherry Meyers
703-533-0251, ext. 1704
smeyers@iaem.com
IAEM Bulletin Editor
Website Content Manager
Karen Thompson
703-499-0441
thompson@iaem.com
IAEM-USA Policy Advisor
Martha Braddock
703-644-8557
braddock@iaem.com
IAEM Headquarters
201 Park Washington Court
Falls Church, VA 22046-4527
Phone: 703-538-1795
Fax: 703-241-5603
info@iaem.com | www.iaem.com
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Invitation to Australian
Emergency Management
Professionals to
Participate in Study

D

o you have a role in
emergency management
in Australia? The University of South Wales is looking for
people who have a role in disaster
management, crisis management or
business continuity to participatae
in a study.
The primary survey will target
six key areas of emergency
managers that include: general
employment baseline data, emergency management employment
baseline data, level of education,
experience and knowledge,
emergency management, and
demographics.
This study will be conducted
online by the University of New
South Wales. For further information, please contact Matthew Ellis
at 0408 627 551 or via email to
Matthew.Ellis@student.unsw.
edu.au.
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IAEM Affiliate Member Profiles
Is your company a
new IAEM Affiliate Member?
If so, your company is entitled to a free, one-time
Affiliate Member Profile in the IAEM Bulletin.
Be sure to take advantage
of this IAEM Affiliate Membership benefit.
E-mail Editor Karen Thompson at thompson@iaem.com
to request details about placing your
Affiliate Member Profile in the IAEM Bulletin.

THE IAEM BULLETIN
The IAEM Bulletin is a benefit of membership in the
International Association of Emergency Managers.
The IAEM Bulletin is in its 30th year of
providing news and resources for IAEM members.
The past 13 years are available online
for Members Only at www.iaem.com.

Visit IAEM at www.iaem.com
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Registration Now Open!

FEMA training offerings are a
popular add-on to the IAEM Annual
Conference and a great way to
maximize continuing education.

Headquarters Hotel:
Silver Legacy Hotel
IAEM has secured a rate of only
$79 per night, plus a daily $6 resort
fee that includes airport shuttle,
valet and self-parking, wireless
internet, unlimited local and 800
calls, entry to the health spa and
boarding pass printing at the bell
desk or concierge desk. For
reservations, call 800-687-8733 and
reference code “IAEM13.”

IAEM Conference
Justification Toolkit
Need help getting approval to
attend the IAEM 61st Annual
Conference?
Go here to download a sample
letter to your supervisor.

Registration is now open for
the 61st Annual IAEM Conference and EMEX,
October 25-30, 2013 in Reno, Nevada!
The IAEM Annual Conference provides a forum to discuss current trends
and topics, share information about the latest tools and technology in
emergency management and homeland security, and advance the work of
IAEM. Conference sessions encourage stakeholders at all levels of
government, the private sector, public health and related professions to
exchange ideas and collaborate to protect lives and property from disaster.

The 2013 Conference program is now live!

Professional
Development Hours
IAEM awards “Certificates of
Attendance” to conference
attendees that reflect conference
participation hours. These hours
may be applied toward the CEM®
and AEMSM programs.

The event that brings together
homeland security and disaster
preparedness suppliers in the same
building, under the auspices of the
International Association of
Emergency Managers (IAEM).
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Are You Prepared for an Emerging Pandemic Threat?
By Robert C. Hutchinson, Supervisory Special Agent with a federal law enforcement agency

T

he 2011 movie Contagion1
temporarily sparked an
important conversation
regarding our level of national
awareness and preparedness for a
possible pandemic illness and the
serious cascading consequences
for the failure to be properly
prepared for an emerging significant novel virus. As with many
other homeland security or emergency management threats and
concerns, the interest in this low
probability/high consequence threat
faded from the discourse as more
pressing issues demanded our very
limited time and resources. Nevertheless, the possible impact of a
highly pathogenic virus has not
diminished, and the majority of our
nation has not likely adequately
prepared for it, even under the
umbrella of all-hazards or whole of
community planning.
Reports of Novel Coronavirus
in Middle East and UK
The recent identification of a
novel coronavirus2 in the Middle
East, that has reportedly killed
more than half of the infected
victims, once again raises concerns
of another viral respiratory illness
that could evolve into the next
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)3 or even worse.
This novel virus was reportedly
later identified in the United
Kingdom with confirmed personto-person transmission.4
1

Reporting indicates that this
virus has been identified in time to
enable its containment, timely
typing if encountered in other
locations, and institution of the
appropriate response and medical
countermeasures. However, are
we truly prepared if this novel
virus were to appear on our shores
after a short flight, if it adopts the
level of person-to-person transmission that was experienced with
SARS? Or should we be concerned about other emerging
viruses, such as the H7N9 avian
influenza virus5 encountered in
China6 and Taiwan,7 that appear
and then often recede without
sustained human-to-human transmission?
Events of Mass Illness/Death
in Animal Populations
How concerned should we be in
the United States about reoccurring events around the world
involving mass illness and death in
domesticated animal populations,
especially if they are linked to
viruses, including influenza? The
recent observation of approximately 15,000 pig carcasses
floating down a Chinese river
rightfully caused concern for public
health officials and as a possible
indicator of an emerging threat.8
Beyond the cause of death of
the tested pigs from a reported
circovirus, what are the possible
ramifications of widely spreading

http://contagionmovie.warnerbros.com/dvd/
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/in-the-news/coronavirus-saudi-arabiaqatar.htm
3
http://www.cdc.gov/SARS/
4
http://blog.arabhealthonline.com/what-destructive-potential-could-be-attachedto-the-saudi-arabian-coronavirus/
5
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/h7n9-virus.htm
6
http://www.who.int/csr/don/2013_04_07/en/index.html
7
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/archives/2013/05/08/2003561722
8
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/01/is_this_a_pandemic_
being_born_china_pigs_virus
9
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/01/is_this_a_pandemic_
being_born_china_pigs_virus
10
http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregulationsquarantineisolation.html
2
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any novel or evolved microbes to
other locations in China or the
larger region experiencing emerging threats such as N7H9? There
have been additional recent mass
die-offs in other animal populations
in China, to include ducks and
swans.9 These events only reinforce lingering concerns. When
does the perfect storm occur
through viral reassortment or
mutation that is carried around the
world via avian wings, container
ship or commercial aircraft?
Preparation for Quarantine
and Isolation Procedures
If the novel coronavirus, H7N9
or another serious pathogen were
to arrive in the United States, it
would trigger a response in many
of our critical sectors, especially
medical services, public health and
law enforcement. It would surely
test our medical detection and
surge capacity capabilities to a
level that may demonstrate insufficient planning and preparedness in
an all-hazards environment. One of
the first lines of defense, and
possible failure points, would be
the initial screening and identification of the virus in time to utilize
designated quarantine and isolation10 procedures and practices to
contain the spread of the virus. If
possible, containment would be the
most effective response to assess
and control the exposure of the
emerging threat. This begs at least
two questions:
¢ Are we adequately prepared
to utilize federal or state ordered
quarantine or isolation procedures
with very little notice at a border,
medical facility, screening location
or city limit?
¢ Do we have comprehensive
plans and resources to support this
rather unique and very infrequently
executed mission?
(continued on page 19)
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Pandemic Threat
(continued from page 18)
U.S. National Strategy
For those not directly involved in
this field or area of interest, this
topic may be quite foreign and
irrelevant for their day-to-day
duties and priorities. Inaccurately,
too, many may view this threat
solely as a federal responsibility to
interdict and contain at an international border.
It is true that there are national
strategy documents to assist in
framing and assigning responsibilities for an obligation shared by all
levels of government and the
private sector. The National
Strategy for Pandemic Influenza
(2005),11 National Strategy for
Pandemic Influenza – Implementation Plan (2006)12 and HHS
Pandemic Influenza Plan (2005)13
specifically outline how the nation
would prepare for, detect, and
respond to a potential pandemic
threat, specifically influenza.
The 2005 strategy document
identifies three pillars for the
national strategy, the third being:
“Response and Containment:
Actions to limit the spread of the
outbreak and to mitigate the health,
social and economic impacts of a
11

pandemic; and where appropriate,
use governmental authorities to
limit non-essential movement of
people, goods and services into and
out of areas where an outbreak
occurs.”14
The 2006 implementation plan
begins with the following statements to frame the threat and
necessity for the involvement of all
levels of government and citizens:
“In the last century, three
influenza pandemics have swept
the globe. In 1918, the first pandemic (sometimes referred to as
the ‘Spanish Flu’) killed over
500,000 Americans and more than
20 million people worldwide. Onethird of the U.S. population was
infected, and average life expectancy was reduced by 13 years.
Pandemics in 1957 and 1968 killed
tens of thousands of Americans
and millions across the world.15
“The active engagement and full
involvement of all levels of government and all segments of society,
including at the community level,
are critical for an effective response. Ultimately, however, the
actions of individuals will be the
key to our response.”16
The 2006 implementation plan
identifies numerous key considerations, such as: (1) delaying a
pandemic, screening procedures
and other proactive measures in
the Transportation and Borders
chapter; and (2) law enforcement

http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenza.pdf
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf
13
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federalhhspandemicinfluenza
plan.pdf
14
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenza.pdf,
p. 8.
15
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf, p. vii.
16
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf, p. viii.
17
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf, p. 158.
18
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf, p. 153.
19
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/hhspandemicinfluenza
plan.pdf, p. S8-6.
20
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/hhspandemicinfluenza
plan.pdf, p. S8-12.
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response during an outbreak,
quarantines and other movement
restrictions in the Law Enforcement, Public Safety and Security
chapter.17 The national strategies
confirm the truism that all incidents
begin and end locally. According to
the 2006 implementation plan:
“State, local, tribal and private
sector entities have primary
responsibility for the public safety
and security of persons and nonfederal property within their
jurisdictions, and are typically the
first line of response and support in
these functional areas.”18
According to the HHS plan
regarding pandemic enforcement
and support of community containment measures:
“States, localities and tribes
should be prepared to enforce
individual and community-based
containment measures, if needed.19
“In extreme circumstances,
public health officials may consider
the use of widespread or community-wide quarantine, which is the
most stringent and restrictive
containment measure. (1) It may
involve a legally enforceable
action; and (2) it restricts travel
into or out of an area circumscribed by a real or virtual ‘sanitary barrier’ or ‘cordon sanitaire,’
except to authorized persons such
as public health or healthcare
workers.”20
The HHS plan further identifies
the need for law enforcement to
maintain security at borders and to
enforce movement restrictions
during a widespread community
quarantine, including cordon
sanitaire.
Unique Challenges Faced by
State/Local/Tribal Agencies
These pandemic strategies
acknowledge that there are unique
challenges that state, local and
tribal agencies would encounter
during a pandemic illness that
require expanded mutual aid
among them and/or assistance
from the federal government. As a
(continued on page 20)
19
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(continued from page 19)
result, government agencies are
encouraged by the national documents to formulate comprehensive
pandemic response plans and
undergo training related to the
execution of their plans. However,
the development of these plans
requires a realistic and comprehensive understanding of their operating environment in conjunction with
their vulnerabilities during an
emerging epidemic or pandemic.
What are their capabilities and
responsibilities under the national
strategy in relation to other levels
of government? Are there other
relevant federal strategies and
guidance to be considered by
policymakers and planners?
Other Applicable Federal
Strategies, Plans, Guidance
There are other applicable
federal strategies, acts, plans and
guidance to closely consider while
developing a thorough and actionable plan for a pandemic threat, to
include:
¢ Presidential Policy Directive
8.
¢ National Incident Management System (NIMS).
¢ National Response Framework (NRF).
¢ National Preparedness
System.
¢ Emergency Federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Program
(EFLEA).
21

¢ Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance
Act (Stafford Act).
¢ Public Health Service Act
(PHSA).
EFLEA has the ability to provide
certain federal law enforcement
resources, but may require supplemental funding to execute authorized complex or prolonged missions depending on its current
appropriation level.21 The Stafford
Act has the ability to provide
federal resources through an
annually funded mechanism upon
an approved presidential declaration.22 The Stafford Act funded
mission support would be coordinated through the NRF Emergency
Support Functions (ESF) process
for a broader response, to include
all ESFs. PHSA provides the
authority to prevent the entry and
spread of communicable diseases
from foreign countries into the
United States and between
states. 23
Beyond the general authority
and possible funding sources listed
above, federal law also identifies
the federal officers responsible for
certain enforcement and quarantine activities during a public health
emergency. The federal officials
with legal authority, and at times
mandate, to enforce federal and
state quarantines are identified
within the 2006 implementation
plan24 and by federal statutes.25 26
It is essential to identify and
understand the different authorities
for the assistance requested and
the appropriate method for obtaining support, if available. The
enforcement of quarantines is
neither limited to any one level of

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/eflea.pdf.
http://www.fema.gov/robert-t-stafford-disaster-relief-and-emergencyassistance-act-public-law-93-288-amended.
23
http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregulationsquarantineisolation.html.
24
http://www.flu.gov/planning-preparedness/federal/pandemic-influenzaimplementation.pdf, p. 158.
25
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/97.
26
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/USCODE-2010-title42/USCODE-2010-title
42-chap6A-subchapII-partG-sec268/content-detail.html.
27
http://www.policechiefmagazine.org/magazine/index.cfm?fuseaction=
display&article_id=807.
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government nor successfully
executed without extensive
cooperation, coordination and
collaboration by many diverse
public and private organizations.
Unlikely That a Majority of
Organizations Are Prepared
The next question is: Does your
organization have a role in any
response for this low probability/
high consequence threat – and are
you prepared for it? Are you
considering the possible roles and
expectations for state, local and
tribal law enforcement agencies?27
Due to the current financial
challenges that federal, state, local
and tribal organizations are experiencing, it is unlikely that a majority
of organizations are fully prepared,
trained and outfitted to handle an
emerging threat such as a quickly
expanding epidemic or pandemic
illness.
As with numerous other homeland security and emergency
management responsibilities, your
organization may have an unanticipated dog in this fight with little or
no notice. How many organizations
did not anticipate having an
immediate response role in the 9/11
terrorist attacks, Hurricane Katrina
or Hurricane Sandy, but later did
with their existing guidance,
training and resources? According
to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention:
“States have police power
functions to protect the health,
safety and welfare of persons
within their borders. To control the
spread of disease within their
borders, states have laws to
enforce the use of isolation and
quarantine.
“These laws can vary from
state to state and can be specific
or broad. In some states, local
health authorities implement state
law. In most states, breaking a
quarantine order is a criminal
misdemeanor.
“Tribes also have police power
authority to take actions that
(continued on page 21)
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Prepared for Emerging
Pandemic Threat
(continued from page 20)
promote the health, safety and
welfare of their own tribal members. Tribal health authorities may
enforce their own isolation and
quarantine laws within tribal lands,
if such laws exist.”28
Review Your Responsibilities
A pandemic prone virus, stemming from H5N1, H1N1, H7N9 or
any other highly pathogenic strain,
is often viewed as a public health
and medical services responsibility,
but their law enforcement,29
military and numerous other public
and private partners have critical
responsibilities to execute in close
coordination and collaboration. As
with too many previous significant
incidents and major disasters, there
is little time to plan and prepare
when the new threat appears and
rapidly expands in our presence.
Before you think that your organization does not have any responsibilities or obligations in the arena,
you may wish to review it again.
¢ Who is going to support
medical services and public health
officials when they are overwhelmed?

¢ How would quarantine and
isolation procedures be implemented within your jurisdiction if
required to contain an illness and
any subsequent public unrest?
¢ Can we afford to address this
subject?
¢ Can we afford not to, at least
within an all-hazards and whole of
community mindset with multifaceted planning and preparedness
that shares resources?
¢ Each state possesses laws,
regulations and/or procedures to
provide guidance for this subject.
Are they sufficient and well
understood?
A review of the national strategies, recently emerging viruses, or
even a recent Hollywood movie
may cause a reassessment of your
current planning and preparedness
for this very serious low probability/high consequence threat. If not,
hopefully it initiates valuable
discussions and considerations, to
include a review of the footnote
references for further analysis.
The greatest takeaway may be
to fully understand and acknowledge the extent of your
organization’s intentions and
capabilities and plan accordingly
prior to the arrival of a pandemic
threat. It may be another
organization’s wicked problem.
However, how many significant
incidents and major disasters in the

past 20 years were considered low
probability/high consequence
threats for other organizations prior
to their startling occurrences? A
serious pandemic illness could
have a considerably greater
national impact, with grave cascading consequences, than we
ever anticipated, even on a Hollywood scale.
Note: The opinions expressed
herein are solely those of the
author in his individual capacity,
and do not necessarily represent
the views of his agency, department or the United States government. Robert C. Hutchinson is a
supervisory special agent (SSA)
with a federal law enforcement
agency. He was previously the
deputy director and acting director
for his agency’s emergency
preparedness division. SSA
Hutchinson has lectured internationally on this subject and advised
national representatives in the
Middle East and Central Asia
regarding policy development. He
received his master’s degrees from
the University of Delaware and
Naval Postgraduate School.
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http://www.policechiefmagazine.org/magazine/index.cfm?fuseaction=
display&article_id=807.
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Hospital Violence: Collaborating with Police Before an Incident
By Aaron Resnick, MA, NREMT-B, Disaster Preparedness Coordinator,
Inova Fairfax Medical Campus, Falls Church, Virginia

S

hell casings clink against
the bare floor as a gunman
walks purposely down the
intensive care unit hallway. Two
floors above, the sound of rounds
fired from a semi-automatic rifle
penetrate patients, staff and
visitors alike. Police and fire and
rescue personnel nervously crawl
along corridor walls, seeking the
known and any unknown threats,
as 20 victims are brought to the
lobby, triaged, and transported a
few hundred yards to the emergency department or another
hospital.
The exercise was over in 90
minutes. Coming two days after
the Newtown, Conn., school
massacre, it was but the latest
installment in a year of unprecedented cooperation between the
Inova Fairfax Medical Campus
(IFMC) and the Fairfax County
(Va.) Police Department.

With a sprawling medical
campus consisting of more than a
dozen buildings with more than 70
exterior doors, access and communication are crucial issues for
officers responding to reported
hospital violence – particularly in a
shooting event. To assist responding officers, three unmarked
responder boxes were placed
around the campus’ exterior in late
2012 to aid entry into the hospital.
Equipped with continuously
charging safety and security
radios, full access proxy cards and
master keys, the boxes are an
important new resource for
responders accessing hospital
buildings. The boxes have additional room for future items, such
as campus maps and lists of
critical equipment inside the
facility.
Active Shooter Exercise
and Lessons Learned

quick to order hospital staff and
victims to evacuate. This communications gap could have deadly
consequences in a real shooting
event.
¢ Second, the often overlooked disaster recovery phase
became a crucial concern for a
24-hour trauma medical center.
As a crime scene, an intensive
care unit or infectious disease
ward will invariably be inundated
with investigators, regulatory
officials and other personnel
following a shooting incident. How
long will the affected unit(s) be
closed? Will any other units be
impacted? How would existing
patients be transferred if necessary – and to where? Following the
terrible mass shooting in Newtown,
Conn., Sandy Hook Elementary
School closed and reopened in a
different facility a few miles away.
A large medical campus does not
have that luxury.

First Responder Collaboration
As the largest hospital in
Northern Virginia, IFMC plays a
unique role in the community,
treating tens of thousands of
patients each year. With workplace
violence a continuing and vexing
problem, particularly among
healthcare employees, the time
was ripe to collaborate on education and training initiatives between
hospital staff and first responders.
Police officers are generally
familiar with two hospital locations:
the emergency department and the
psychiatry unit. To broaden officer
knowledge of the Medical Campus’ layout, complexity and security challenges, the hospital’s
safety and security department led
group tours of officers from the
three closest police stations. Over
the course of several weeks, 140
officers walked the halls, learned
campus security protocols, and
gained a better appreciation of the
security issues facing the hospital.
22

The mass casualty active
shooter exercise held in December
2012 was but one large event in a
continuing collaborative relationship between the hospital and
police department. Held in a new
adult patient tower just weeks
before it opened in January 2013,
the exercise allowed hospital staff
and responders to test their
respective active shooter plans,
while experiencing and learning
what the others’ roles are during
such a horrific event.
Lessons learned were immediate. Two seemingly simple, yet
complicated, questions jumped out
to hospital staff and the campus
incident command team.
¢ First, who is in charge? As
responders entered hospital units,
there was a disconnect between
the immediate goals of nursing
staff members and responders.
Nursing staff had the priority of
treating existing patients and new
victims, while responders were

Moving Forward
Following the after action
process, the next major step is a
tabletop exercise focusing on
lessons learned and issues that
arose during the functional exercise. The tabletop exercise will
include hospital leadership, clinicians from relevant departments
such as trauma and emergency
medicine, healthcare coalition
partners, and local first responder
and public health leaders.
A discussion-based exercise
will not solve all questions, concerns and issues that an active
shooter scenario presents in a
healthcare setting. But sitting down
and working through difficult, and
indeed terrifying, challenges
following a functional exercise will
further prepare healthcare facilities
and first responders alike to face
seemingly unimaginable violent
events.
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Family Assistance Centers: Supporting Families of Disaster Victims
By Aislynn Turner and Michelle Constant, Constant and Associates, Inc.

I

n the immediate aftermath of
a mass fatality incident,
families will seek assistance.
They will gravitate to where they
believe they will find their loved
ones or be able to obtain information about them, which may
translate to the incident site or
local hospitals. A surge of people
at the incident site or hospitals can
significantly impact and possibly
hinder life saving operations. The
establishment of a Family Assistance Center (FAC) can help to
alleviate these issues and better aid
responders and support personnel
to provide victims’ families with
the support and information they
seek.
The Need for a Plan
The need for a mechanism to
provide family assistance has been
demonstrated time and time again
– most recently in the Sandy Hook
incident, Superstorm Sandy, the
Aurora (Colo.) shootings, and
other events at home and abroad.
Continuing its long-standing
commitment to emergency planning and preparedness, the Los
Angeles County Operational Area
embarked on an ambitious multiphase FAC plan development and
implementation effort to enhance
readiness for both large- and
small-scale disasters. The first

phase of the project, plan development, involved the creation of the
Los Angeles County Operational
Area FAC Plan.
This Incident Command System
(ICS) compliant plan includes
activation, operation and demobilization strategies for FACs within
the Los Angeles County Operational Area (covering all 88 cities
and unincorporated areas). It
provides a framework for establishing and managing FACs in the
operational area to ensure consistency of response and management, and to establish a baseline of
service. With this plan, multiple
agencies and organizations can
come together to provide expertise
and resources, and easily operate
under common procedures.
This FAC model, led by government agencies, provides two types
of benefits for families of victims:
¢ Information. This includes
notifying families of the status of a
victim (e.g., whether the victim is a
decedent, has been transported to
a hospital, or is still missing). This
also will include the provision of
updates regarding incident recovery efforts.
¢ Services. This includes the
provision of emotional support,
spiritual care, and health and social
services. Additionally, because
family members of disaster victims
are in one
central
location,
the
process of
victim
identification,
incident
investigation, and
family
notification are
streamlined.

Family Assistance Center, Los Angeles County, California.

Demonstrated Best Practice
This first-of-its-kind plan was
developed under the direction of a
multi-agency, multi-discipline
steering committee comprised of
mental health, emergency management, coroner, social services, law
enforcement, fire and EMS
professionals. The plan was
developed and vetted via multiple
workshops and a seminar/demonstration.
Most recently, as part of the
second phase of the project – plan
implementation – the first
operationalized test of the plan was
accomplished via a highly coordinated full-scale exercise, whereby
case histories were developed for
30 disaster victims. The full-scale
exercise provided an opportunity
for government staff and partners
to fully activate and operate a FAC
utilizing actors as family members
of victims. The 121 participating
FAC staff and 92 actors contributed to a highly successfully
exercise in which:
¢ Family members received
mental health services, spiritual
care, social services, and public
health/first aid services; and
¢ Staff successfully performed
their duties, including practice of
the reunification and/or notification
process and ongoing briefing of
family members regarding incident
status.
The Family Assistance Center
model is a new and dynamic
concept, especially as it pertains to
implementation at the operational
area level, but it has already
proven to provide an invaluable
service to the community. For
more information on the Los
Angeles County Operational Area
FAC Plan project, please contact
the project manager, Barbara
Engleman, Los Angeles County
Department of Mental Health, or
the project consultant, Michelle
Constant, at michelle@constant
associates.com.
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Scholars and the EM Budget
By Allison G. S. Knox, M.A., EMT-B; Ph.D. Student,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University;
Faculty, American Public University System
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R

ecently, I came across a
number of articles in the
disaster management
academic world that proposed
cutting emergency management
budgets. The idea behind it was
that terrorist attacks happen so
rarely, it seems ridiculous to
continue to spend money on threat
prevention. During a time where
the economy is terribly ravaged by
poor decisions made by government officials, it seems trivial to
consider keeping any spending
consistent with what we’ve had in
the past.
The trouble, though, as most
emergency managers realize, is the
simple truth – cutting an emergency management budget can
make the proper management of a
crisis in the future difficult, if not
impossible. Thus, it becomes
imperative to merge the world of
emergency management with the
world of academia, altering the
mindsets of scholars who are
advocating for drastic budget cuts.
Looking for New Paradigms
Without Adequate Facts

Support the future of
emergency management
www.iaem.com/Scholarships

Scholars are always looking for
new ideas and new paradigms to
shift the way things are handled.
Certainly, in the public administration arena, it is important to
advocate ways to alter the manner
in which various policies are
administered at the federal, state
and local government levels.
Where emergency management in
the United States is concerned,
ideas about emergency manage-
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ment and homeland security are
tightly linked. Therefore, if there
are talks about cutting a homeland
security budget, there will be talks
in many jurisdictions about cutting
an emergency management
budget.
Partnership Between EM
and Academia Is Crucial
It is crucial for emergency
managers to add to the literature in
the emergency management
community. Because emergency
managers are tightly connected
with lawmakers, it is important for
emergency managers to reach out
to scholars to let them know their
thoughts on the subject of funding.
Without this interaction, it may
become difficult to promote the
needs of emergency management
within the academic community,
when policy scholars are writing
about the budgetary needs of the
federal government.
Emergency management
agencies cannot effectively
manage a crisis, purchase and
maintain necessary equipment, and
train personnel without adequate
funding. Without a budget that
meets the needs of the community,
emergency managers would have
a difficult time managing a crisis
when it does occur.
Conclusion
Emergency managers need to
contribute to academic journals in
order to share the facts about the
needs of their communities, what
works and doesn’t work in every
phase of disaster management, and
what it costs to do the job. Without
this kind of input, many scholars
may not aware of the needs and
could wind up promoting budget
cuts that could harm their own
communities in the future.
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New Members: Apr. 16-May 15, 2013
Karyn S. Tareen
Orlando, FL

IAEM-ASIA COUNCIL

IAEM-OCEANIA COUNCIL

IAEM-USA Region 3

Iskandar Abdul Rahim
Singapore

Nate Baird
Christchurch, New Zealand

Laura A. Camilletti
Joppa, MD

William B. Keenan
Jakarta, Indonesia

Nigel A. Jeffford
Kingscote, Kangaroo Is,
SA, Australia

Steven E. Cooper
Frederick, MD

IAEM-USA Region 5

Cynthia A. Cox
Purcellville, VA

Joseph Keller
Auburn Hills, MI

Paul R. Dueringer
Washington, DC

Carlos W. Moran Jr.
Eau Claire, WI

Maurice A. Graham, MD
Essex, MD

Sheldon B. Ross
Chicago, IL

Max Green
Alexandria, VA

IAEM-USA Region 6

Kihun Nam Gimhae-Si
Gyeongsangnam-Do
Republic of Korea
Hyejeong Park
Gyongsangnam-do
Republic of Koreaa
Kevin W. Rabeling
Singapore
Richard A. Sacca II
Gotemba City, Shizuoka
Japan

Linde M. Judd
Waipu, New Zealand
Warren E. Meldrum
Hastings, New Zealand
Dr. Karl P. Ohman
Macgregor, Australia
Damien Pumphrey
Viveash, Australia
Angela S. Senior
Alexandria, Australia

IAEM-CANADA COUNCIL
Casandra Barnett
Mississauga, ON

Chris J. White
Bray Park, Australia
IAEM-USA COUNCIL

Kevin J. Cartier
Ottawa, ON

IAEM-USA Region 1

Anastasia Ovodova
North Vancouver, BC

Blain A. Cote
Alfred, ME

Isabel Pervin
Toronto, ON

Robert L. Martucelli
Somerset, MA

Capt Aidan J. Solar, RMC
Trenton, ON

IAEM-USA Region 2

IAEM INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL
Nadia M. Alqubaisi
Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates

John Flynn
Yonkers, NY
David M. Stangreciak
Hackensack, NJ
Dave Weidner
Hamilton, NJ

Michaeal Ohiorenoya
Elakhe
Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria

Seamus J. Mooney
Frederick, MD
Kyle B. Pfeiffer
Falls Church, VA
Emily Price
Washington, DC
Ladd E. Ryan
Alexandria, VA
James D. Weed Sr.
Westminster, MD
IAEM-USA Region 4
William D. Brown
Pearl, MS
Andrew M. Chandler
Versailles, KY
Robert A. Early
Calhoun, GA
Steven J. Epright
Naples, FL
Kaley Green
Troy, AL
Jeremy B. Holley
Pulaski, TN

Please join us in welcoming
these new IAEM members.

Douglas K. Tackett
Pikeville, KY

James B. Whitt
Pulaski, TN

Rodney W. Foster
Midwest City, OK
Catherine Johnson
Kingwood, TX
Dakota Meybohm
Plano, TX
Amy M. Puglia
Houston, TX
David K. Waggoner
Hillsboro, TX
Daniel B. Waggoner
Hillsboro, TX
IAEM-USA Region 9
Sandra Fox
Oakland, CA
Rod C. Hill
Whittier, CA
Thomas R. Jacobus
Rosemead, CA
Courtney R. Perrier Bear
Vail, AZ
Michael A. Ramirez
Rialto, CA
Cindy Serrano
Rialto, CA

(continued on page 26)
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New Members

Chanda S. Chann
Tampa, FL

Michael C. Kunz
APO AE

Kristy N. Sisler
Avon, OH

Kevin M. Cleave, MPH
Denver, CO

Johnny W. Langley Jr.
Valley, AL

Brian D. Smith
Bryan, TX

Mark Clough
St. Charles, IL

Albert Lassiter
Lithia Springs, GA

James A. Smith, MSM-CJ
Monroe, MI

Gina M. Costello
Manahawkin, NJ

Jeffrey R. Lischke Jr.
San Antonio, TX

Penny A. Starzyk
Temple, TX

Gerald H. Cowen
Coral Gables, FL

Bryan M. Lopes
Edgewood, WA

Keenan K. Stonebraker
Ypsilanti, MI

Erik D. De Motta
Valparaiso, FL

Lynell Martin
Hempstead, NY

Benjamin C. Stumpf
Killeen, TX

IAEM-USA Student Region

Timothy A. Dougherty
Quaker Hill, CT

Lacey A. Mitchell
Pensacola, FL

Kyle D. Sullivan
Alexandria, VA

Dominique P. Allen
Kansas City, MO

Teri M. Dyer
Lafayette, CO

Eric L. Nalin
West Lafayette, IN

James M. Tate
Amherst, NY

Hector F. Andrade
Springboro, OH

Robert B. Faulkner
Bolivar, MO

Bobbi Jo Nye
Martinsburg, WV

Mark Teal
Laurel, MD

Brandon T. Azoulai
Binghamton, NY

Christopher W. Grim
Whitehall, PA

Bryan C. Payne
Wilmington, DE

Edwin L. Terrell
Charlotte, NC

Carrie A. Bamper
Greensburg, PA

Kirstin Hargie
Portland, OR

Jeffrey W. Privett
Bonaire, GA

Jonah Thompson
Pittsburgh, PA

Richard J. Hays
Reno, NV

Benjamin T. Richardson
Lewisville, TX

Bradley A. Trefz
Coral Gables, FL

Derek W. Hellard
Tulsa, OK

Steven G. Ritchie
Pelham, AL

LTC(R) Patricia A. Vinson
Suffolk, VA

Tewanda L. Henry-Hinson
Riverdale, GA

Nyoka N. Robinson
Lauderhill, FL

Michael C. Wadley
Waldorf, MD

Nicole Hoffman
Los Angeles, CA

Eugene Rothman
Natick, MA

Theodore Wagner
Tampa, FL

Paulette C. Karlson
Huntsville, AL

Joshua D. Sanders
Pittsburgh, PA

LaTasha M. Warren
Manchester, CT

Alfred B. Buba
Clarksville, TN

Michael J. Kenny
Walden, NY

Kathryn M. Shultz
Annapolis, MD

Maurine Weber
Bastrop, TX

Cameron Bucek
Port St. Lucie, FL

David Kinser
Denver, CO

James Bryan Shackett
Frederick, MD

Justin D. Webster
Decatur, AL

Sadie L. Bynum
Brooklyn, NY

Angelika Klapputh
Sharon Springs, NY

Arthur W. Silvia Jr.
Mascoutah, IL

Jacob M. Winston
Coral Gables, FL

Herbert K. Carpenter
California, MD

Edward D. Kolar
Disputanta, VA

Torie L. Simmons
Benton, AR

Kevin Wisniewski
Bloomington, IL

Jim G. Cedeno
Old Harbor, AK

Peter M. Koltun
Cutler Bay, FL

Anthony M. Siriwardene
Fayetteville, NC

Maria R. Ybarra
Austin, TX

(continued from page 25)
Mitchel D. Sperling Sr.
Carson City, NV
James L. Walker
Carson City. NV
James Ian Whyte, CEM
Los Angeles, CA
IAEM-USA Region 10
Paul S. Dail
FPO AP

Andrew J. Barden
Norwalk, IA
Anthony L. Barlow
Cochran, GA
Roger Beckman
Santaquin, UT
Dickson J. Bertrand
Jenks, OK
Gregg Bowser
Columbia, SC
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